We shall present some observations on the reality of zeros of Bessel functions of real order, that is, functions satisfying the differential equation 
J v and F v are in general many-valued functions of z. If in (2) we replace z by the positive real variable x and use the principal value of (x/2) v , a real valued function, J P (x), is obtained. Substituting J v {x) for J v (z) in (3) gives a real function Y v (x) .
All branches of any Bessel function, B(z), can be obtained by analytic continuation of a function
B(x) = (a + ib)J v (x) + (h+ ik)Y,(x),
where a, b, h, and & are real numbers. In particular let B(x, m) stand for the result of continuing B(x) through an angle of tnir along a circle with center at the origin. Restricting m to be an integer, it can be shown 1 that
where C = cos rnvw and 5 = sin rnvw. Each real (positive or negative) zero on any branch of the analytic function B(z) is a zero of B (x, m) for proper choice of m. Equating the real and imaginary parts of B(x, m) to zero (here we use the hypothesis that v is real), gives J v (x) and Y v (x) are never simultaneously zero since they are linearly independent solutions of equation (1). Hence a necessary condition for B(x, m) to have zeros is that
vanishes. This can be simplified to Before going on to some interesting special cases it should be noted that every Bessel function has, on every branch and in both the left and the right half-planes, an infinite number of zeros which lie on or approach a horizontal straight line. (The line depends on the branch and the half-plane.) This is a consequence of the fact 8 that
where v and a need not be real, has zeros whose real parts tend towards plus infinity and which are given by the asymptotic expansion 
